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MOTION TO STAY. POSTPONE SHERIFF’S EVICTION NOTICE DEADLINE 
Appellants, Peroumal Pajany, and Ezhilarasi Munisamy (also referred to as 'we,' 'us,' and 

'our') respectfully request the Supreme Court of Ohio, under the humanity consideration to 

postpone Judge David M. Gormley‘s eviction court order until our family goes to India to avoid 
Judge Gom1ley's persecution. The support for this stay is outlined in the following memorandum. 

Respectfully submitted,

~ 
APPELLANT 

Ezhilarasi Munisamy, PRO SE FOR APPELLANT 
3758 Shallow Creek Drive, 
Powell, OH 43065 
Phone: 740-881-0255 
Email: Pero101@yahoo.com 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
Feb 2019 HUD said our home was foreclosed/sold. Feb 2019, Kinsale Golf Village 

Property Owners Association President Donald R. Kenney (DRK) and his lawyer Brad J. 
Terrnan illegally sold our home (1" illegal sale). Then, in Aug 2019, Third Federal filed a false 
foreclosure case to cover up Third Federal / DRK crimes. Since Feb 2019, our family faced the 
worst police brutality because of this false foreclosure case. Third Federal Bank lawyers joined 

hands with Judge David M. Gormley, used all possible fraudulent ways, played many dramas, 
fraudulently struck all our sworn exhibits, falsely accused that Pajany has a history of mental 

illness, accused our exhibits are delusional, sold our home 2"“ time, took our $500K investment, 
evicted us, and is desperate to throw us on the street to cover up DRK/Third Federal violation



and crimes and to exonerate Pres. Trump from the Capgemini retaliation crimes. Without 

following the court rules, Judge Gormley issued orders as he wished to cover up the violations 

and crimes. July 10, 2020, Delaware County Sheriffs office issued an eviction notice, and we 
respectfully beg the Supreme Court of Ohio to postpone the Sheriffs eviction deadline 

(Appendix, 1313) until we leave the USA to avoid Judge Gom1ley’s persecution, for the 
following reasons. 

1. We are naturalized American citizens, who immigrated from India. We do not have any 
relatives in the USA. Judge Gormley abused his power and used Delaware County of Ohio 
resources (County Police / Sheriff / Powell Police / Doctors / Caseworkers & others) and framed 
Pajany as a person with a history of mental illness, destroyed our kids’ education, and harassed 

Munisamy brutally. To avoid Judge Gorrnley‘s persecution, we have decided to go back to India, 
and we have reached out to the Indian government. We do not have any relatives in this country 
and do not have a place to stay. Therefore, we are requesting the court to delay the Sheriffs 
eviction deadline until we leave this country, USA, to avoid Judge Gorrnley’s persecution. 
2. Ezhilarasi Munisamy is a severe diabetic patient with A1C=14.0, and her life is 

dependent on the medicine (Appendix, B11). Munisamy has to take insulin and should 

meticulously manage her blood sugar and blood pressure. Because of Ezhilarasi Munisamy's 

fiagile health condition, she is highly vulnerable to the COVID-19. To protect Munisamy’s 

health, Pajany takes exceptional care of Munisamy and keeps her at home as much as possible to 
prevent coronavirus exposure. Munisamy is reaching out to the Indian govemment’s assistance 

to depart this country as soon as possible to avoid Judge Gom1ley’s persecution. Currently, we 
need some time for the Indian government processes, tickets, Indian overseas citizenship, school 

arrangement, etc. Therefore, under humanity's consideration, we respectfirlly beg the court to



delay the Sheriff’ s eviction deadline until we leave this country, USA, to avoid Judge Gormley‘s 
persecution. We kindly beg the court to postpone the eviction deadline to save Munisamy’s life 
until we depart the USA to avoid Judge Gormley‘s persecution. 
3. Judge Gonnley and Third Federal used Olentangy School District, OLHS Michael 
Stamer, Supt. Mark Raiff, and School Board Mindy Patrick and destroyed our kids’ education. 

Because of Judge Gorrnley's fraud and abuse, my children's education is ruined. Munisamy is 
taking our kids to India to educate them so they can pursue their dreams, which was lost because 

of Judge Gom1ley’s fraud and abuse. Our son needs to go to college in fall 2020, and our 

daughter needs to join the 1 1"‘ grade in India because of Judge Gormley’s persecution 

(Appendix, B12). Therefore, under humanity's consideration, until we go to India to educate our 
children, we are requesting the court to delay eviction deadline until we leave this country, USA, 
to avoid Judge Gormley‘s persecution. 

4. Judge Gonnley falsely accused that Pajany has a history of mental illness and destroyed 

his doctoral education and future career. Pajany is the primary source of income for Pajany’s 

family. Because of Gormley's abuse and fraud, Pajany cannot get a job in the USA. Pajany’s 

parents are working with the Indian government to take Pajany’s family back to India and save 

his family from Judge Gorrnley’s persecution. Pajany and Munisamy immigrated from India in 

the pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness and got U.S. Citizenship. Now, they lost it all to Judge 

Gonnley’s fraud and abuse. Therefore, under humanity's consideration, we respectfully beg the 
court to delay the eviction deadline until we leave this country, USA, to avoid Judge Gormley’s 
persecution. 

5. Until we depart the USA to avoid Judge Gormley’s persecution, our family should be 
safe from Judge David M. Gormley, Donald R. Kenney, Lawyer Brad J. Terrnan, Lawyer



Bradley P. Toman, the 2"“ buyers (Josh Oty & Kelly Noll), neighbors (Jonathan Jabour, 
Timothy Tesner, Mathew Balster, & Hemalatha Vishnu Raman), and others involved in the 
Third Federal false foreclosure case. We invested $500K in our home, which we lost completely 
to Judge Gormley’s fraud and abuse. We have around $30,000 worth of good in our house, 
which we will again lose. Josh Oty & Kelly Noll will do anything to destroy my family for 3758 
Shallow Creek Powell, OH, Home, which they bought from Judge Gonnley for a very cheap 

price. We respectfully beg the court to protect our family from these people that would hurt my 
family to destroy us and to destroy Capgemini's retaliation crime evidence. If any harm happens 

to our family or our Capgemini retaliation crime evidence is destroyed, these people mentioned 

above would be responsible. 

Therefore, for the above reasons, under humanity's consideration, we respectfully beg the 

Supreme Court of Ohio to postpone the Court order to the Sheriffs ofiice to evict our family 

until we leave this country, USA, to avoid Judge Gorrnley's persecution. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Per mal Pajany, PRO SE OR APPELLANT 

Ezhilarasi Munisamy, PRO SE FOR APPELLANT 
3758 Shallow Creek Drive, 
Powell, OH 43065 
Phone: 740-881-0255 
Email: Perol01@yahoo.com



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned certifies that a copy of this Notice of Appeal was sent by ordinary U.S. 

mail to counsel on this 3 SW day of July 2020, to the following addresses: 
Bradley P. Toman 
Carlisle, MCNellie, Rini, Kramer & Ulrich, Co., LPA 
24755 Chagrin Blvd, Suite 200 
Cleveland OH 44122 

Perobmai Pajany. PRO SE Fol: APPELLANT 

l\/l~£/’%€.4ZLa4.a4/xi 
Ezhilarasi Munisamy. PRO SE FOR APPELLANT



APPENDIX 
B11 — Munisamy Medication and AIC. 
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B12 — Children Education Level / College Admission 
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B13 — Sheriff’ s eviction notice 
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